VTechWorks Part-time Java Developer

Come work for the Virginia Tech University Libraries as a part-time Java developer and gain experience with Scrum and GitHub as well as with the widely-used open source digital repository system DSpace. We are seeking a smart and reliable developer who values open source and open sharing of knowledge to help us customize the VTechWorks system at http://vtechworks.lib.vt.edu and to contribute to the codebase of the DSpace digital library software that runs VTechWorks and many other repositories worldwide. Chief duties are to fix bugs in and develop new features for VTechWorks as well as to contribute code to the open source DSpace project. Minimum required skills and experience include familiarity with Java, XML, HTML, CSS, and virtual machines such as VirtualBox. Preferred skills and experience include git, GitHub, XSLT, SQL, PostGres, Apache, and Vagrant. The position pays $15 per hour. To apply, first fill out an application from a public computer in Newman Library in the Student Employee Application System at http://seas.lib.vt.edu, then write Dr. Amanda French at alfrench@vt.edu indicating that you would like to be considered for the part-time VTechWorks Java Developer position. Applications are due by February 12, 2016. Read more at http://j.mp/vtechworks-java-dev.

Amanda L. French, Ph.D.  
Director, Digital Research Services  
University Libraries, Virginia Tech  
Office: Newman 4060  
Phone: (540) 231-1108  
Jabber: alfrench@im.vt.edu